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Abstract
Cultured meat is one of the most promising idea in food technology and it is expected to be in the market in
the following years. One of the main obstacles is the acceptance of consumers that follow their religious
teaching about food consumption, including meat. This article will discuss the religious perspectives on
cultured meat, especially from the Islamic Law view. This study has implemented qualitative research and
applied document analysis from the collected data of various sources. The result shows that there was high
probability of cultured meat acceptance in the majority of the religions if the production complies with their
religious meat dietary teaching. Further research must be done to investigate the acceptance of cultured meat
among religious followers.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The idea of producing meat by cell and tissue culture has been initiated in late 19th century
Victorian science fiction literature (Young, 2019) and the concept has been reiterated by Winston
Churchill in 1932 (Churchill, 1932). However, it took until 2003 for the first small cultured meat objects
to be constructed, originally as an art project by Oron Catts (Zurr & Catts, 2017). More than a decade
later, Mark Post laboratory presented the world’s first cultured hamburger from bovine muscle stem
cells (Post, 2014). Simultaneously, other researchers ventured into culturing leather from skin cells or
milk using recombinant technology. The field that uses biotechnology to recreate animal products
instead of traditional agricultural methods was collectively referred to as ‘cellular agriculture’. The
widespread media coverage, together with the increasing public concern about the impact of
environmental and animal welfare on livestock agriculture have triggered the rapid growth of privately
funded startup companies that strive to bring cultured meat and other cellular agriculture products to
the market.
Culturing meat is an important alternative to livestock meat production because it can
theoretically follow the increasing global demand for meat with much reduced impact on the
environment (Tuomisto, Ellis & Haastrup, 2014; Mattick, Landis, Allenby & Genovese, 2015).
However, the technology is complex and not immediately suitable for large scale production at
reasonable cost. This is illustrated by the long period between the proof concept provided in 2013 and
the market introduction of the first products, which has yet to come. Apparently, this will happen
sometimes during the next three years. The challenges are not limited to the technical process. It is
clear that the consumers will have initial reservations against products that have been described as ‘labgrown’, although surveys on the subject are encouraging (Bryant & Barnett, 2018). These surveys tend
to cover general populations in various geographical locations and are typically not targeted to specific
consumer groups yet. Finally, the safety of cultured products needs to be assured through government
regulatory approval, in Europe for instance, which is dictated by the novel food regulation.
The technology is based on stem cells that have tremendous proclivity for proliferation, and
this multiplication is essential to reduce the number of animals required as stem cell ‘donors.’ Stem
cells maintain the capacity to differentiate into muscle cells or fat cells, together with the principal
elements of meat. Through this technology, meat can be made from all species commonly employed
in livestock agriculture, from bird, mammal and fish kingdoms. The stem cells can be retrieved from
animal through a biopsy. Up to a few grams of tissue are taken per biopsy with little consequences for
the donor. Multiple biopsies can be taken per animal. Alternatively, the donor animal is slaughtered
and all of its stem cells are retrieved. The technology to scale up stem cell retrieval from the whole
animals has not been developed yet.
Some researchers used tissue-specific stem cells, such as muscle satellite cells or adiposederived stem cells of fat tissues (Post & Weele, 2013). Others used induced pluripotent stem cells
(iPSCs), made from regular tissue cells, but reprogrammed back into stem cells through the insertion
of four embryonic genes, known as the Yamanaka factors (Liu et al., 2008). iPSCs have the advantages
where they have an even better proliferative capacity, perhaps at some time in the future, obviating the
need for animal donors. In some cultures, however, genetic modification is required to make these
cells an obstacle for public acceptance and regulatory approval. For oviparous animals such as birds
and fish, it is possible to use various embryonic stages of fertilised eggs as cell source.
During proliferation and differentiation, the cells need to be nurtured and stimulated.
Nourishment is provided by culture medium, fluid that contains glucose, amino acids, vitamins,
minerals and other components essential for growing new cells. The fluid also contains stimulants that
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are delivered by adding fetal-calf serum, a blood product from unborn calves (Hodgson, 1995). Many
effective ‘serum-free’ solutions are commercially available and they typically consist of a mixture of
recombinant growth factors. The precise composition of the mixture is cell and species-specific (van
der Valk et al., 2010), suggesting that for every application, proprietary formulations need to be
established. In contrast, the nutrient component of the medium is more generic.
To reap all the potential benefits of culturing meat, all components need to be animal-free
except for the stem cells. Currently, alternatives for those non-replicative components, are synthetically
produced or plant-derived (Ben-Arye & Levenberg, 2019). As stem cells can multiply, their continued
use for meat production allows for a much-reduced number of animals with positive consequences for
food security, environment and animal welfare. The cultured meat technology has been described as
disruptive and for sure, once successful, it will lead to huge transformations in the agricultural industry
and in society in general. However, these transformations take decades to replace the current
production volume by cultured meat. Likewise, it takes time for the population to select products from
cellular agriculture over familiar products from conventional agriculture.
Besides the discussion about new advancement and achievement in cultured meat research, the
acceptance of the cultured meat among consumers must also be one of the concerns, especially for the
consumers who practice certain religious diet. For example, Muslim consumers practice halal diet, Jews
consumers practice kosher diet and so on. Therefore, this article will discuss on Islamic dietary law and
its view towards cultured meat. Then, we will also examine other religious perspectives on cultured
meat from their scholars’ and experts’ opinions.

2.0 METHODOLOGY
Qualitative approach was employed to describe and interpret a phenomenon (Auta, StricklandHodge, & Maz, 2017) as in this study which explored religious perspectives on cultured meat.
Document analysis as proposed by Bowen, (2009) was conducted by exploring hadis, tafsir,
commentaries of al-Quran and Hadith, main references from four Islamic schools of thought (Syafie,
Maliki, Hanafi and Hanbali) and scholars’ article journal, websites and newspapers particularly Judaism,
Buddhism, Christianity, Sikhism and Hinduism opinions. The data was analysed using content analysis
technique as initiated by (Elo et al., 2014) which involved three main phases; Preparation Phase,
Organisation Phase and Reporting Phase.

3.0 RESULT
3.1

Islam and Cultured Meat

Several Muslim scholars suggested the prohibition of cultured meat for Muslims due to its
production process that violates the natural law, which can be understood as ‘playing God’ and also
known as taghyir khalqillah. They mentioned that this kind of new meat production is evading the nature
and categorised under ‘playing God’. They also described cultured meat as an experiment with nature
that has no benefit (Gross, 2014; Hossain, 2019; Sugden & Malhotra, 2013) by referring to the Quranic
text, surah al-Nisa’, Chapter 4, verse 119:
ِْ َْن خَلق
للا
َّْ ام َوآل ُم َرنَّ ُهمْ فَلَيُغ َِي ُر
ِْ ن آذَانَْ األَن َْع
َّْ ضلَّنَّ ُهمْ َوأل ُ َمنِ َينَّ ُهمْ َوآل ُم َرنَّ ُهمْ فَلَيُ َبتِ ُك
ِ ُ َوأل
Translation: (Satan said): I will mislead them and incite vain desires in them; I will
command them to slit the ears of cattle; I will command them to tamper with God’s
creation (playing God) (Quran, al-Nisa’ 4: 119).
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In order to gain a better understanding of the concept of ‘playing God’, we have studied and
analysed this concept by referring to the primary Islamic source that interprets this verse. Twelve
classical Muslim scholars (known as mufassirin) was chosen. Contemporary Muslim scholars often used
this concept to prohibit some of the human activities that alter God’s creation, such as human cloning
and cosmetic surgery for the purpose of enhancement with no medical prescription (Hamdan & Ramli,
2015). The twelve classical Muslim scholars that have been referred to are; al-Tabari (d.922), al-Jassas
(d.980), al-Zamakhshari (d.1143), Ibn al-‘Arabi (d.1148), Ibn ‘Atiyyah (d.1151), al-Razi (d.1209), alQurtubi (d.1272), Abu Hayyan al-Andalusi (d.1344), Ibn Kathir (d.1372), al-Shawkani (d.1834),
Muhammad ‘Abduh (d.1905) and Muhammad Rashid Rida (d.1934) [d.= died]. They are selected from
various backgrounds; school of thoughts and periods.
The results have shown that there are two kinds of ‘alteration of God’s creation’. First, metaphysical
alteration such as ‘change the God’s rule’ and ‘serve the creation, not the God’. This kind of alteration
is prohibited because it involves the pillars of Islam. Second is physical alteration that involves humans
and animals, which are divided into three aspects; (i) temporary and permanent alteration, (ii) the
purpose of alteration and (iii) the results of alteration. The Islamic ruling law of any acts that alter
God’s creation depend on the second and third aspects; the purpose and the results (Abduh, 1993;
Abu Hayyan, 1993; Al-Jassas, 1984; Al-Qurtubi, 2006; Al-Razi, 2000; Al-Shawkani, 1992; Al-Tabari,
2000; Al-Zamakhshari, 2009; Atiyyah, 2001; Ibn al-’Arabi, 1976; Ibn Kathir, 1999; Reda, 1990).
This is why several contemporary Muslim scholars have banned organ transplantation in their
early fatwa because of the risk of death after organ transplantation procedure. However, they changed
it after they concluded that the process and the purpose of organ transplantation have produced
benefits to mankind. Fatwa is the decision or the legal outcome of an independent interpretation, also
known as ijtihad. Although cultured meat is included in the concept of alteration of God’s creation or
‘playing God’, we believe that cultured meat as a new meat production concept is allowed due to its
purpose to fulfill human meat consumption and the results will benefit humanity in general.
Muslim community apply halalan tayyiban diet, derived from Islamic teaching. There are four
main aspects for cultured meat production in order to fulfill the halalan tayyiban diet, ie.; (i) source of
meat and stem cell, either from embryonic stem cells and adult stem cells, (ii) culture medium, (iii) the
slaughtering process and (iv) halal certification.
Meat and stem cells must be extracted from halal animals such as cow, camel, chicken, and
others, and they are slaughtered according to the Islamic teaching. The livestock that are not properly
slaughtered according to the Islamic teaching will be categorised as carcass and forbidden to be eaten
by Muslims. If the stem cells was taken from carcass or when the animal is still alive, then the produced
cultured meat is unclean and forbidden to be eaten because the hadith clearly forbids it. This ruling
applies to all types of livestock except pig because it is definitely forbidden by Allah as mentioned in
the Quran, Surah al-Baqarah, Chapter 2, verse 173.
ل ِب ِْه ِلغَي ِْر للا
َّْ ـخن ِْزي ِْر َو َما أ ُ ِه
ِ علَي ُك ُْم الـ َميت َ ْةَ َوالد ََّْم َولَـح َْم ال
َ ِ ِإنَّـ َما َح َّر َْم
Translation: He has prohibited you (from consuming) carcass, blood and the flesh of swine
and (the livestock that slaughtered) upon a name of someone other than Allah (Quran, alBaqarah 2: 173).
Nonetheless, marine life are not included in this ban as there are other hadiths stated that marine
life is permitted and halal despite their carcass condition. Therefore, if the marine carcass is lawful to
be consumed, then any body parts being cut off are also lawful and halal. Hence, any cultured meat
originating from marine life is considered permissible even if the stem cells are taken when the marine
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life is still alive. Abu Hurairah radiyallahu ‘anhu narrated hadith from Prophet Muhammad peace be upon
him:
َّ ُه َُْو
 ال ِحلْ َميتَتُه،ُور َما ُؤه
ُْ الط ُه
Translation: Its water is purifying and its dead (animals) are lawful (to eat) (reported by
Ibn Khuzaimah, al-Tirmidhi and Malik. Ibn Khuzaimah and al-Tirmidhi graded this hadith
as sahih) (Al-Bassam, 2003; Al-Sa‘ati, 2006; Al-Tirmidhi, 2000; Anas, 1997).
Normally, culture medium that is used in the culturing process is serum, extracted from animal
blood via a separation technique called centrifugation to separate blood cells, platelets and clotting
factors. Because of the source of serum which is originated from blood, the serum is categorised as
unclean according to the previous Quranic verse, and may lead to unclean cultured meat. However, if
the culture medium is made of mushroom extract, plant-based medium or a mixture of chemical
artificial medium, then the meat is halal since plant-based medium or chemical medium are not
considered as unclean ingredient. It should be ensured that the artificial medium used is non-toxic and
non-harmful (Hamdan, Post, Ramli, & Mustafa, 2018).
Islam has set certain conditions in slaughtering process, which covers the conditions of the
animal, the slaughterer and the tool used for slaughter. The main conditions for animal to be
slaughtered are; (i) The animal must be alive during the slaughtering process; (ii) the animal must only
die completely due to the act of slaughtering; and (iii) the animal is not hunted by the people who are
in ihram, a sacred state in which a Muslim must follow in order to perform the major pilgrimage (Hajj)
or the minor pilgrimage (‘Umrah). The conditions for the slaughterer are; (i) sane; (ii) Muslim or people
of the books (Ahl al-Kitab; such as Christian or Jews); (iii) not in a state of Ihram; and (iv) invoking the
name of Allah Glory upon Him or recite bismillah. As for the slaughtering tool; (i) The knife must be
able to cut smoothly and extremely sharp to quickly cut the skin and severe off the blood vessels to
enable the blood flow immediately; and (ii) it is not made of teeth or claws (Kuwait, 1986).
The previous discussion analysed on how to make cultured meat acceptable in Islam. However,
another important aspect is the process of producing cultured meat must receive the halal certification
from halal organisations in the production country. For example, if a meat company in Netherlands
wants to produce cultured meat and then export the meat to a Muslim country, they are encouraged
to apply for halal certificates from the halal organisations and authorities in Netherlands; (i) Control
Office of Halal Slaughtering and Halal Quality Control, (ii) Total Quality Halal Correct Certification
and (iii) Halal Feed and Food Inspection Authority. This is because there are some Muslim countries
that require halal certification from the authorities before the meat can be exported to their countries,
such as Malaysia (JAKIM, 2019). In fact, through this halal certificate, the Muslim community will be
more confident to consume the cultured meat that has received recognition from the halal official
bodies. Studies have also shown that halal certification enhances the Muslim community’s interest in
buying a product (Aziz & Chok, 2013).
3.2

Other Religious Perspectives on Cultured Meat

Similar to Muslim communities that apply halal diet in their daily food consumption, other
religions also have their own diet obtained from their religious teachings. For example, Jews have their
own dietary law called kosher as a parameter for Jewish to consume food. Kosher diet ensures that the
ingredients and the procedures are parallel with kosher law (Blech, 2009). Unlike the halal diet for
Muslims that is purposely practised for health and religious ritual (ibadah), the main purpose of kosher
dietary law is not for health but holiness (Siegel & Siegel, 1966). In Kosher diet, there are several
animals prohibited to Jews such as pig, camel, wild bird, shark and catfish (Regenstein, Chaudry &
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Regenstein, 2003). They also practice slaughtering before it is lawful to be eaten with certain rules to
ensure that the meat is religiously clean (Tieman & Hassan, 2015). There is a discussion among Jewish
Rabbi and as a result, they accepted cultured meat as kosher meat because it has lost the original identity
as a meat. Some Rabbi said that cultured meat from pig should not be prohibited for consumption by
Jews. Other Rabbi viewed that cultured meat must be derived from animals that are slaughtered using
the kosher procedures. They viewed that cultured meat is still meat (Banis, 2018; Chriki & Hocquette,
2020; JTA & TOI, 2018; Krautwirth, 2018) The definition of ‘cultured meat’ has led to these two
opinions. If ‘cultured meat’ is defined as meat, it will go through the same concept of kosher meat. But
if ‘cultured meat’ is defined as cloned meat and it is not normal meat, it can be eaten even it is the pork
cultured meat which is prohibited to be eaten in its original meat. While Kenigsberg and Zivotofsky
(2020) emphasizes the source of stem cell and culturing methods used to produce cultured meat. This
is not much different from the conditions set by Muslim scholars to produce halal cultured meat
(Hamdan, 2018).
Hindus apply three types of diet; vegetarian, lacto-vegetarian and non-vegetarian. Vegetarian and
lacto-vegetarian diet is the practice of ahimsa concept in Hinduism, which means “no to injure” or
“compassion”. As a consequence, the majority of Hindus apply these two types of diet as a respectful
way to the nature and other life form. As a result, they only eat non-animal food, excluding meat and
egg for lacto-vegetarian. Non-vegetarians eat like other people including meat and dairy products.
According to the survey in 2016 that was carried out in India with the biggest nation of Hindus, 70%
of Indians were non-vegetarian. However, they still practised vegetarian diet on some occasions. Eating
beef is prohibited because cow is a sacred animal to Hindus (Anonymous, 2020; Bose, 2016; Cohen,
2018; McCaffree, 2002). When cultured meat was introduced to the world, there were some Hindu
scholars who did not agree with the achievement and they described ‘the use of animal cells to make
meat constitutes an example of human arrogance’ (Gross, 2014). Some of them would not recognise
it as vegetarian because it still uses animal cells as a source to produce cultured meat (Sugden &
Malhotra, 2013; Bryant, 2020). But some scholars claimed that it may be accepted according to ahimsa
practice (Jagadeesan & Salem, 2020). Sikhism, Buddhism and Jainism might also have the same belief
on cultured meat because they also apply vegetarianism in their diet, and in some conditions,
vegetarianism in Jainism is stricter than Hinduism (Editors, 2018; Foodie, 2011; Heneghan, 2013;
Project, 2016; Resse, 2018). However, there are some Sikhs and Buddhists who eat meat. For example,
Sikhs who eat Jhatka meat – the meat from animals that are killed instantaneously – has the probability
to eat this kind of meat if the source of cells comes from this kind of meat. The Buddhists who practise
Shojin Ryori diet may not eat cultured meat (Ambros, 2019) but there are some Buddhism schools that
allow their followers to eat certain kind of meat and it is possible for them to eat cultured meat
(Brahmavamso, 1990; “Do Buddhists Eat Meat?,” 2017; Bryant, 2020). In contrast, Christianity allows
their followers to eat any kind of meat because all meat is clean according to their religious practice.
As a result, cultured meat might not be a problem for them to be consumed once it is ready in the
market (Brattston, n.d.; Stefon & Cohen, 2018; Truth, n.d.; Jagadeesan & Salem, 2020).

4.0 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, cultured meat is one of the new meat products that has been created with the
development and advancement of science and technology. One of the main objectives of cultured
meat creation is to fulfil the needs and demands of meat-based products in the market. It is also
expected to address the problem of insufficiency of meat, but its effectiveness is yet to be proven as it
has not yet entered the mass market.
The cultured meat must meet the standard and criteria set by each religion before the consumers
who practice certain religious dietary laws can eat it. This is very important, especially for those who
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are practicing their religious dietary tightly. In addition, the study on the acceptance of consumers who
are practicing certain diets, either from their religious teachings or their beliefs, is also essential. It can
be beneficial for cultured meat mass production.
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